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The Britain which Queen Elizabeth II first began to rule, over sixty years ago, has changed
beyond all recognition. “Rationing and Revelry” describes the Coronation of 1953, when Britain
was still suffering from the effects of World War Two, a country remembered for its bomb sites
and rationing, Spam and black-and-white TV.The Coronation Day itself included pageantry, rain,
a Golden Coach, television coverage for the first time, street parties, the Queen of Tonga,
bunting, camping outside Buckingham Palace, Union jacks and countless home-baked cakes. In
Britain, people gathered in homes and village halls to celebrate, while in Europe, Canada and
the United States millions watched the first coronation ever to be broadcast.Through interviews
and the use of contemporary diaries and letters, Janie Hampton has created a riveting portrait of
that historic day. Told from the people’s point of view, “Rationing and Revelry” is social history at
its very best, brilliantly capturing a Britain that has long since disappeared. Discover how Noel
Coward, Evelyn Waugh, Philip Pullman and Helene Hanff; dukes, earls, gas-lamp lighters and
sewage workers all spent June 2, 1953.About the AuthorJanie Hampton is the author of a dozen
non-fiction books, including the acclaimed “The Austerity Olympics – When the Games Came to
London in 1948”, dramatized for BBC TV and starring Matt Smith.She was a producer at the
BBC World Service, and is the founder of the “Chauncy Maples” project to renovate Africa’s
oldest ship into a clinic on Lake Malawi.She lives in Oxford, England, with her husband, lodgers
and bantams.Praise for Janie Hampton:On “The Austerity Olympics”: ‘A jaw-dropping reality
check.’ (The Times)‘Absolutely fascinating…..’ (Peter Kemp, BBC Radio 4)‘Hampton vividly
brings alive the cast of key characters and circumstances.’ (Lord Sebastian Coe)‘Hampton’s
excellent book should be compulsory reading for everyone.’ (Daily Mail)On “How the Girl Guides
Won the War”: ‘Absorbing and unexpected.’ (Mail on Sunday)‘An enjoyably inspiring
account.’ (The Scotsman)On “The Biography of Joyce Grenfell”: ‘An excellent eye for
detail.' (Lynne Truss, Sunday Times)‘Undoubtedly the definitive life of Grenfell.' (Literary Review)

Smash and Grabby Lori MatthewsCallahan Security Series - Book 2Publisher: Wild Coyote
PressRelease Date: April 9, 2020Reviewed by PJ Ausdenmore This is only the second novel
Lori Matthews has published but she is fast becoming one of my go-to romantic suspense
authors. Filled with suspense, romance, and plenty of danger, Smash and Grab continues the
mystery begun in book one, Break and Enter, while adding a new twist into the mix. The
chemistry between Lacy and Logan sizzles and it was fun to watch the two former legal
adversaries begin to view one another in a new light as they're forced to work together to outwit
their kidnappers. We discover that both characters are much more than expected. The guy we
met in book one is not at all the person I expected Logan to be in book two. I loved his hidden
depths! Lacy, on the other hand, is a well of secrets and contradictions with family complications



- and expectations - that have been steering her toward an inescapable destination.
Understandably, as truths are revealed, trust is tested, and Matthews inserts enough twists and
turns into the story to keep me (and Logan) wondering right up until the end just how everything
will turn out. It's a wild ride and oh, so worth it. I can't wait to find out what Matthews has in store
for us in the next Callahan Security novel!From the AuthorSmash and Grab was such fun to
write. Lacy is so torn. She keeps up this cool façade but she's really a bit high strung. Logan is so
out of his depth in this one that it's laughable at times. I enjoyed the back and forth between
these two characters very much. I never knew what was going to happen. It didn't matter how
many times I would plan out the storyline, these two would always veer off into something
unexpected. Smash and Grab kept me on the edge of my seat when I wrote it. I hope it does for
you too as you read Logan and Lacy's story.About the Author"Swoon worthy." "Jaw
dropping.""Keep you on the edge of your seat." Lori Matthews loves books. As an award willing
author, she loves nothing more than creating a story that starts with a bang and keeps going with
plenty of action, and a side of hot romance.She gravitated toward reading because of her
parents' habit of leaving books all over the house. Her father loved thrillers and her mother loved
romance. Lori combines the two and writes what she calls romantic thrillers.Lori's work has won
or been a finalist more than a dozen times and she was won three Daphne awards for her
Callahan Security series.She lives in New Jersey with her children--who are thrilled with her
writing as it means she often forgets about dinner and they get to eat pizza--and her very
supportive husband.To join her exclusive VIP group:lorimatthewsbooks.comTo join her review
crew and get exclusive exerpts, prizes etc, check out:lorimatthewsbooks.com/review-crew/You
can find Lori online at:FB facebook.com/LoriMatthewsBooksTwitter:
@_LoriMatthews_Instagram: Lorimatthewsbooksor send her an email at
hello@lorimatthewsbooks.comShe'd love to hear from you!Read more
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PrologueOn a June afternoon in 1953, a golden coach was pulled through the crowded streets
of London in the pouring rain by eight grey horses. A procession of soldiers, military bands,
generals on horseback, bagpipers and foreign monarchs in horse-drawn carriages wound
through central London on a five-mile route from Westminster Abbey to Buckingham Palace.
Hundreds of thousands of people had been waiting all night and most of the day in the rain.
Considering it was June, with the trees in full leaf and the days so long, the weather was cold
and miserable. When it wasn’t damp, it was drizzling; and when not drizzling, it poured. But the
crowds remained upbeat and excited. After the dark years of the Second World War and the
austerity that followed it, at last there was a reason to celebrate. They had been waiting for this
day for over a year.The route was lined with policemen in capes, naval cadets, and soldiers from
around the world, wearing the medals they had won in the war. As the procession made its
stately way towards the palace, the roar of applause cascaded down the streets like a Mexican
wave at a sports ground. The children cheered the Canadian Mounties in their red uniforms on
their sleek dark horses. Scottish people cheered the bagpipers, with their swinging kilts. Older
people cheered Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, stately and courageous, sitting in a glass
coach with her glamorous daughter Princess Margaret. Others cheered the Life Guards in their
pointed helmets with white plumes and shining brass breastplates. They all marched in unison to
the thumping beat of the military bands playing ‘Waltzing Matilda’ and the Victorian marching
song, ‘We’re the soldiers of the Queen, m’lud’. But the strongest image that remains with
everybody who was there that day is not of the beautiful young woman in the golden coach. The
loudest and longest applause was for a monarch nobody had seen before: the large and joyful
Queen of Tonga, her dark skin glistening in the rain as she waved and smiled from her open
carriage, all three hundred pounds of her.‘We heard the roar of the crowds from a mile away,’
said one onlooker, Enid Brown, who had come down from Birmingham with her sister Joyce.We



thought it must be for our new queen. The sound like the roar of a storm, it made my spine tingle.
When the black carriage appeared we could see why. There was the usual pair of lovely black
horses pulling. All the other carriages had their hoods up and you couldn’t really see who was
inside. But this one was different alright. The top was down and there was this big lady.When we
saw her, oh how we cheered! It was her joyful disdain of the pelting rain. You could see she
wasn’t going to let a small thing like that ruin the day. We didn’t know who she was, but we still
loved her.Word went round the crowd that she was the Queen of Tonga. Who’d ever heard of
Tonga? Some said it was in Africa, others said it was in the Pacific Ocean. Some said she had
come in a canoe. Well wherever it was, it was her spirit, her style, that won us all over.Queen
Salote of Tonga was one of 129 heads of state who had come to London to witness the
coronation of Elizabeth II. Her landau carriage, with facing seats over a dropped footwall and
hinged soft folding top, was driven by two old coachmen in top hats and velvet coats. Bringing up
the rear was an escort of four mounted military police. She had insisted on keeping the hood of
her carriage down, so that she could see the crowds and they could see her. The 53-year-old
Queen was dressed in gold and crimson robes, topped off by a golden tiara with a tall red
feather. She laughed and waved, and the people laughed and waved back, and she became the
star of the day .The Kingdom of Tonga is an archipelago of nearly two hundred islands between
New Zealand and Hawaii, scattered over five hundred miles in the Southern Pacific Ocean, with
only fifty-five thousand inhabitants. First settled in 800 BC, with the same royal family since
1600, it was named the Friendly Islands by Captain James Cook after his first visit in 1773. In
1900 Tonga became a British Protectorate but remained a monarchy. As well as ruling, Queen
Salote Mafile‘o Pilolevu Tupou III wrote songs, love poems and lakalaka – the traditional Tongan
dance performed en masse with synchronised arm movements.John Douglas was an army
officer on duty on The Mall. ‘I had a splendid view of all the procession. The loudest cheer was
not for Queen Elizabeth but for the Queen of Tonga. This very large lady was in an open carriage
despite the torrential rain and waving furiously at the crowds, who admired her fortitude.’For
many people it was the first time they had seen foreigners other than American GIs in the war.
Cross-cultural tolerance was required in all directions. The Sheiks from the British Protectorate
of Qatar thought it perfectly proper to bring their personal African slaves. Nobody had thought to
tell them that slavery had been abolished in Britain a hundred and fifty years earlier.On his small
black and white television at home, the playwright Noel Coward and his companion were
watching the procession. Perched opposite the Queen of Tonga in her carriage was the
diminutive Sultan of Kelantan in Malaysia, husband to three wives and father of twenty-three
children. Coward’s friend asked him, ‘And who is that sitting in Queen Salote’s
carriage?’‘Luncheon,’ he replied.Jack Fishman, editor of the Sunday newspaper The Empire
News, wrote a popular song about that rainy day in June, with a lilting ‘calypso’ rhythm and
catchy tune. Sung by Edmundo Ros, ‘The Queen of Tonga’ soon caught on and was being
whistled all over the country.In the pacific Islands of Tonga,They make their people stronger,Oh
it can rain or storm or squall,But they don’t feel nothin’ at all.Chorus:Oh! The Queen of



TongaCross’d the ocean from far away.Oh! The Queen of TongaCame to Britain for Co-ro-nat-ion
Day.And when the people saw her on that torrential morn,She captured all before her, took
ev’ryone by storm.In every heart will always live longer,That reign-in’ Queen of Tonga.

Life in 1953In 1953, the world’s population stood at 2.6 billion – less than half that of 2013. As
the three-year war in Korea was ending, the government of the USA was concerned about
communist domination in the Far East. The ‘Сold War’ was hotting up as first the USA tested a
hydrogen bomb in the Nevada desert, and then the USSR announced that they had one too.
American atomic bombers had been placed in Britain five years earlier, as protection against the
Soviet threat.The map of the world was still predominantly red, representing the British Empire,
but there were rumblings of colonial discontent. The process of decolonisation had begun with
the independence of India in 1948, and by 1953, countries in Africa were demanding it too. In
Kenya, the country’s future first president, Jomo Kenyatta, was sentenced to seven years’ hard
labour for belonging to the Mau Mau, who were fighting for the rights of Africans. Sixty years
later, the British government apologised for the atrocities meted out to Kenyans in their fight for
freedom.In March 1953 Joseph Stalin died of a brain haemorrhage, possibly having been
poisoned by his associates. He had ruled Russia with an iron fist for nearly thirty years and
oversaw the deaths of about 17 million of his own people. His post was filled by Nikita
Khruschev, a man with little education but more open to dialogue with the West.The population
of Britain was 50 million, and there were half as many policemen as there are today. Eight years
after the end of World War II, London was still a sad place full of derelict, bombed out streets
and roads dotted with potholes. Trams had recently disappeared from the city’s streets and
horses pulled barges along the Grand Union Canal. There were London cockneys, born within
the sound of Bow Bells, and in the markets rhyming slang could be heard. ‘Feet’ were called
‘Plates’ – rhyming slang for ‘plates of meat’. And ‘lies’ were ‘porkies’ – rhyming slang for ‘pork
pies’.The Labour government had been elected in 1945 in a landslide victory, and within three
years it had nationalised the Bank of England, railways, gas, electricity, coal and steel. Despite
victory over Germany and Japan, Britain’s exchequer was desperately short of money, so
imports were difficult and rationing on food, clothes and petrol continued. Each adult was
allowed thirteen ounces of meat, six ounces of butter, eight ounces of sugar, two pints of milk
and an egg – per week. Fed up with this, voters ousted Labour in 1951, in favour of a
Conservative government led by war hero Sir Winston Churchill. The Conservative government
inherited the unpopular rationing of food and the popular subsidy of foods such as tea and milk
at a cost of £250 million a year. Gradually, both food rationing and subsidies were reduced,
making more food available but prices higher. A pound sterling could buy sixteen pints of beer or
fifteen portions of fish and chips. The average house price was £2,750 while the average wage
was just £9 for a 45-hour working week.Since the advent of the free National Health Service in
1948, the health of Britain had improved dramatically. Children were given subsidised milk and
orange juice. Polio epidemics in the 1940s led to the development in 1953 of a polio vaccine,



leading to almost global eradication of the paralysing and fatal disease by the end of the
twentieth century.The divisions between socio-economic classes were becoming less defined
as access to health, education and housing improved. In 1944 the school leaving age was raised
to 15, with free secondary education for all children, and a year later the national insurance
system recommended by the 1944 Beveridge Report introduced benefits for the sick,
unemployed, retired and widowed, providing the basis of the modern welfare state. Britain began
to emerge from austerity into a period of optimism. Young adults who had seen active service
during the war were settling down to marriage, home-making and child-rearing, with increased
opportunities in the spheres of work and leisure.Increasingly, popular culture was being
influenced by North America. Girls in New Look full skirts and kitten heels, and ‘New Edwardian’
youths in long jackets, drainpipes and brogues, jived to juke boxes playing the hottes tunes from
across the Atlantic. Among the top ten singles in June 1953 were songs by Doris Day, Jimmy
Young and Nat King Cole. Coronation-themed songs included Billy Cotton’s ‘In a Golden Coach’
and Vera Lynn’s ‘Windsor Waltz’.John Betjeman, who would later become Poet Laureate,
described a typical young suburban woman of the early 1950s in his poem ‘Middlesex’.Well cut
Windsmoor flapping lightly,Jacqmar scarf of mauve and greenHiding hair which, Friday
nightly,Delicately drowns in Drene;Fair Elaine the bobby-soxer,Fresh-complexioned with
Innoxa,Gains the garden – father’s hobby –Hangs her Windsmoor in the lobby,Settles down to
sandwich supper and the television screen.Windsmoor made smart but affordable ladies’ coats;
Jacqmar scarves had modern designs printed on surplus parachute silk; Drene was a shampoo
which allowed you to ‘shampoo and date on the same day’; and Innoxa was a face cream which
promised ‘youth and dazzling transplendence’.In the wider world, James Bond appeared for the
first time in Ian Fleming ’s novel Casino Royale, and the second Kinsey Report on Sexual
Behavior in the Human Female was published. Children enjoyed reading comics such as Beano
and Dandy, and watching the televised puppet show Muffin the Mule on Watch with Mother. One
of the first children’s variety shows on television was Whirligig, which featured nutritional
advisers Mr Turnip and his friends Colonel Beetroot and Sarah Swede. The voice of Mr Turnip
was provided by the same man heard in Bill and Ben the Flowerpot Men. In cinemas, children
watched Walt Disney’s animated film Peter Pan. The 1953 version of the television show Britain’s
Got Talent was The Good Old Days, where the audience dressed as Edwardians and sang
patriotic songs, nostalgic for a past just in living memory. In April 1953, comedian Victoria Wood
and novelist Sebastian Faulks were born, shortly followed by Tony Blair, the future British Prime
Minister.

The Princess’s first 26 yearsWhen Princess Elizabeth Alexandra Mary of York was born in 1926,
her parents did not expect her to become queen. Her handsome and popular 32-year-old uncle,
Edward, Prince of Wales (later the Duke of Windsor), was heir to the throne. His younger brother,
Elizabeth’s father the Duke of York, enjoyed a quiet family life and was keen on the traditional
pursuits of a country gentleman. He took his daughter fox-hunting when she was four, on her first



pony ‘Peggy’. The York family liked holidays in the country, dancing Scottish reels and shooting
birds. The Duke of York’s favourite dog was a labrador called ‘Stiffy’. The family’s royal duties
carried few responsibilities and were no more onerous than attending balls and watching
soldiers marching about. ‘Lillibet’ named her adored grandfather, King George V, ‘Grandpa
England’.George V died in 1936 and a year later Edward VIII abdicated, causing Elizabeth’s shy
and nervous father to become King George VI. Her life changed overnight when she learned that
she was ‘Heir Presumptive’. Never ‘Heir Apparent’, because there was always the possibility that
her father would produce a legitimate male heir who would automatically take precedence over
any older sisters. The 10-year-old girl watched her father’s coronation in Westminster Abbey with
dignity and reserve.Elizabeth had the finest private tutors in the country, headed by the vice-
provost of Eton College. She studied constitution, American history, the Commonwealth, French
and German. She was made to stand for most of her lessons, so that she would get used to the
long hours on her feet watching regiments march past. She visited museums, factories, the Bank
of England, the House of Commons and the Royal Courts of Justice – to see for herself how her
country ran.Marion Crawford, the royal governess, was determined that her charges, Princesses
Elizabeth and Margaret, should live normal lives, and their parents wanted them to be members
of the community. ‘Just how difficult this is to achieve, if you live in a palace, is hard to explain,’
wrote ‘Crawfie’. ‘A glass curtain seems to come down between you and the outer world, however
hard a struggle is made to avoid it.’In 1937 Miss Crawford suggested that the princesses
become Girl Guides, so that they could understand the lives of ordinary children, and maybe
even meet some. Their aunt, the Princess Royal, was President of the Girl Guides Association
and recommended a visit from the formidable Miss Violet Synge, who had driven ambulances
during the First World War. She was appalled at the idea. ‘One of my greatest difficulties,’ wrote
Crawfie, ‘was to get people to realise that these two little girls wanted only to be treated as any
other normal and healthy little girls of their own ages.’ Nevertheless, the 1st Buckingham Palace
Guide Company of twenty Guides was born and Miss Synge became its first Captain (and later
Guide Commissioner for England).The Company, made up of daughters of court officials and
palace employees, met in King George’s summerhouse in the garden. The King made one
stipulation. ‘I’ll stand anything,’ he said, ‘but I won’t have them wear those hideous long black
stockings. Reminds me too much of my youth.’ So the Palace Guides wore knee-length beige
socks, an innovation soon adopted by Guides everywhere. Some of the new recruits didn’t quite
understand the point about Guides and the purpose of uniform, arriving in party frocks with white
gloves, accompanied by their nannies or governesses who wanted to stay and watch. ‘We soon
put a stop to all that,’ said Miss Crawford.

The onset of warAfter war broke out between Britain and Germany, and the Blitz began over
London in 1940, many people thought that the two princesses should be evacuated to the safety
of Canada. Their parents remained adamant that they should stick together and bear the same
risks as other British families. However, unlike most British families, they had a spare castle, and



the girls and their governess moved to Windsor, where they remained until the end of the war.
Despite this seclusion, the princesses were encouraged to perform, and Elizabeth played
Principal Boy, in powdered wig and breeches, in pantomimes of Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty and
Aladdin. At a fundraising concert in Windsor Castle, she led the singing of rounds, sea shanties
and Negro spirituals.
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Editing_Gal, “Well written and interesting. This interesting and relatively short monograph
includes both details of the coronation itself and quotes from a variety of people as they look
back to that time. Bits and pieces of British culture are scattered throughout (a great many of
which, as an Anglophile US citizen, I didn't know), and the interest in the televised event by other
parts of the world is covered as well. The book is a quick read and is largely organized
chronologically, including a chapter on the then-princess's first 26 years. A worthwhile
investment of time for those who are interested in the topic.”

Botterd, “Deep Dive into the Coronation. Considering how obsessed we Americans are with all
things Royal, this book was a rare find. It covers the year leading up to the Queen's Coronation
and the celebrations around the world. From food, protocol, traditions, press (did you know the
Queen overruled her advisers to insist that the ceremony be televised?) this book covers it all. In
a world that was much kinder and slower than ours today, this delightful read brought you behind
the scenes to capture the true spirit of this historic event.”

Betty L. Radice, “Good memories. Reading the thoughts and activities of the average man (or
woman or child) during the grand days of the coronation was delightful. Usually the coverage of
these events is limited to those actually involved. This story told the effect it had on the entire
world, young and old, rich and poor.  Lovely.”

Luiz Troncon, “Four Stars. Very well-written and documented. Very interesting and entertaining.”

takingadayoff, “Entertaining, Slightly Rose-Colored Account of One Day in 1953. This short
ebook (rough estimate, about 100 pages) is about the few days leading up to the June 2, 1953
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II and the day itself. Janie Hampton gives us a feel for what it was
like in London at the time, relying mainly on interviews with those who were there, as well as
newspaper accounts and video. There are no photos or videos in this Kindle Single, but it's easy
enough to find both on your own. Meanwhile, Hampton's descriptions are quite vivid.Televising
the event live was a controversial decision and Prime Minister Winston Churchill advised the
Queen (she had been queen for over a year before the actual coronation took place) that the
ceremony would not be televised. She reminded the war hero that it was she, not the Cabinet
who was being crowned. The event was televised.According to this account, even though Britain
was still in the last stages of the long post war austerity, few Britons begrudged themselves a
giant extravaganza, since it was a party and holiday for all. Even those who wanted the
monarchy abolished didn't mind the block parties and festive atmosphere, according to
Hampton. Many people made their way to central London to see the parade for themselves,
while millions more gathered wherever there was a television set. TV sets were still new and very
expensive, so anyone who had one invited the whole neighborhood over to view. The sets



themselves were tiny 11 or 12 inch screens set in large boxes that took up a lot of space.What
most people, sixty years later, remember most about the day itself was that it rained all that June
day, but no one seemed to be bothered, least of all the queen herself. Even more than the rain,
everyone recalled the Queen of Tonga, one of many world leaders who was there for the event.
Evidently, the 53 year-old Queen Salote charmed everyone as she sat in her open carriage
despite the rain, waving and smiling for hours, seeming to enjoy herself immensely. QEII and her
husband visited Tonga later that year, perhaps to pick up a few pointers on how to cultivate such
popularity. It seems to have paid off.”

lindapanzo, “Best Kindle single I've read. For a Kindle single, this one is actually very good. I'd
prefer to have a more comprehensive look at the 1953 coronation of Queen Elizabeth but this
addresses the highlights. The author puts things into perspective, such as a nation still suffering
from World War 2. For instance, the author of 
  
84, Charing Cross Road

  
  
sent her British friends some ham and dried egg to celebrate the day.Lots of memories of the
day from various people, including how so many bought expensive new TVs just to watch. Some
discussion on the coronation ceremony itself, too.I never knew that one of the big sensations of
the day during the procession was the Queen of Tonga, a rather large woman who seemed to
exude cheerfulness despite the downpour.After reading this, I'm eager now to read more about
the Queen's coronation. I think that's the best thing you can say about a Kindle single. Does it
make you want more? Yes, it did!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “RATIONING AND REVELRY. an interesting collection of facts
surrounding the events of the coronation in 1953. However, the information about "the heavily
pregnant 24 year old Margaret Thatcher, and how she saw the procession, needs revising.
Margaret Thatcher was the same age as the Queen, her senior by only a few months, and as
the Queen was 27 years old by June 2 1953, Margaret Thatcher must also have been more
than 24 years old!”



A J Hewitt, “Nostalgic. Nice to be gently reminded of how things were in the "good old days" but
failed to capture the excitement and the manner in which everyone became heartily involved.
There were no churlish dissenting factions, as there were for the Diamond Jubilee, despite the
fact that the average Brit was far worse off in the post-war period than in the current "hard times".
Accounts of the way in which hardy spectators braved the awful overnight weather for a glimpse
of the Queen and the procession were very good.”

Kazzine, “Royal Celebration. Great for Royalists to gen up on the celebrations of royalness in
UKTakes me back to the year I was born so I see what parties etc UK had across the country
even with rationing.”

Stephen, “Brilliant account. Super book at a bargain price. Brilliant account of post war Britain
and lots of memorable things for anyone born after the war. Janie's Austerity Olympics is brilliant
too.”

The book by Janie Hampton has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 30 people have provided feedback.
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